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Tension Software releases Calcline 1.1.2
Published on 03/01/07
Calcline evaluates mathematical expressions (also nested and very complex )in a single
pass or step by step with high precision. It is easy to use and is the ideal substitute of
the ancient and obsolete desktop calculator. Variable assignment and reference inside
expressions are very easy using an interactive table. Expressions are solved step by step
showing all the mathematical passages. It is based on a custom calc engine developed by
Tension Software.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Calcline is a utility that lets digit mathematical expressions and have the result
available in a snap It is easy to use and is the ideal substitute of the ancient and
obsolete desktop calculator. It is possible to insert standard expressions with
parenthesis and using various nested functions. Variable assignment and reference inside
expressions are very easy using an interactive table. Expressions are solved step by step
showing all the mathematical passages.
It can be used in two form, as a very small window, which takes a minimum space of the
desktop or in the expanded view, with the board showing all the step in solving the
expressions and a sliding drawers containing the table with the user variables. Calcline
is based on a mathematical engine developed internally at Tension Software. It is not
based on engine available on the web simply because they don`t have all the features we
need. Calcline engine uses internally long double number and uses a high precision in
calculation.
New in this release:
* Better management of calculation, now pressing return always recalculate the content of
the input string and add to the log the steps.
* Better management of new variables creation.
* Some bug fix in variable calculation.
* Redesign of some internal algorithms.
Product page:
http://www.pomola.com/products_calcline/calcline.html
Download 1:
http://dwn.pomola.com/calcline/Calcline.dmg.zip
Screenshot:
http://www.pomola.com/products_macshutdown/images/screenshot/main/1.jpg

Tension Software started in 1997 developing Mac software for Mac OS Classic. Now Tension
Software still develops Mac software using the last Apple technology, Cocoa and
Objective-C. All the current Mac production is made by Universal Applications native on
both PPC Mac and Intel Mac.
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